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_____________________________________________________ 

Senior Spotlight: Kaylee Mulder 

       Kaylee Nicole Mulder, daughter of Kris and Carissa Mulder, 
sister of Ali and Brea, was born in Lakes Regional Healthcare on 
October 22, 2002. Her nickname is Kayls and she has been at H-LP 
since kindergarten. She is taking animal science, trigonometry, intro 
to business, government, desktop publishing, personal finance, 
English 4, and abnormal psychology. She has lettered in volleyball 
and also obtained multiple A honor rolls. Right now, she is working 
as a cashier at Fareway. Her most awaited date is graduation. 
       Kaylee’s best memory at H-LP was biology class with Mr. 
Sohn. She will miss volleyball the most from her time at H-LP. She 
plans to go to college and become a clinical psychologist. In ten 
years, she hopes to be married and have kids and be a successful 
clinical psychologist.  
       Some of her favorite things include: Taco Bell, the Iowa 
Hawkeyes, Dodge Challengers, The Conjuring, sharks, the color 
lilac purple, the musician Trippie Redd, the teacher Mrs. Devries, 
the class desktop publishing, and the book “The Couple Next Door” 
by Shari Lapena. Her advice to underclassmen is: “Use your free 
time wisely. Always get all of your work done on time.”  

 

 

 

Britleigh’s New Dance Studio 
By Brooke Nicks 

 
       The business of the week is BDTS! Britleigh’s Dance and Tumbling 
Studio is run by Britleigh Ingwersen, and this is her 5th year open.  
       Britleigh decided to open a studio because she loves teaching dance. She 
has been dancing since she was just three years old, and teaching dance since 
she was fourteen. “Dance has been a huge part of my life and I wanted to be 
able to give that gift to others,” said Britleigh. Her favorite part about her 
business is her students. She has formed many special bonds with her dancers 
and tumblers. She loves to see their excitement and passion for dance and 
tumbling unfold throughout the year and helping them reach their goals!  
       At BDTS, they offer a variety of classes for ages 3-18. They offer 
everything from tap and ballet to jazz, hip hop, pointe, lyrical, and tumbling. A 
typical night of classes begin anywhere from 3-4pm and go until 9:30 pm, 
three times a week. The classes are grouped by age and ability.  Depending on 
the class genre, as well as where they are in the season, they typically begin 
class with a stretch followed by a warm up, strength and conditioning, and end 
with technique. For all of the younger classes, she always ends class with a 
dance/tumbling game.  
       Some more exciting news is that BDTS is opening a new location! The 
new studio’s address is 210 N Market Street, right across from the grocery 
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Senior Spotlight: Jaxson Heikens
       Jaxson Timothy Heikens is the son of Tim and Kristin, and his 
sister is Kenzie. He was born in Worthington on May 27, 2003. His 
nickname is COOT.  
        He has attended H-LP all his life and his classes this semester 
include: robotics, ag tech, intro to business, government, personal 
finance, and P.E. He is involved in football, basketball, and golf. He 
has been working for TSD Construction for one year. Jaxson’s most 
awaited date is graduation and his favorite memory at H-LP is 
winning the state title in golf. He will miss seeing his buddies 
everyday.  
       In ten years, he sees himself working. His advice for 
underclassmen would be to make it fun while it lasts. Jaxson’s 
favorite sport is golf, his favorite restaurant is Gunderson’s, his 
favorite sports team is Iowa State, and his favorite color is blue.  
 

 
 
 

  

store. The studio will have a large waiting area and two dance studios that can 
open up into one large studio for bigger class sizes. The studios will include 
mirrors and spring dance floors perfect for dancing and tumbling. Students 
will get to start dancing in the new location on January 18th, and there will be 
a grand opening sometime during the summer of 2021! 
       If you are looking to join a dance studio then BDTS is definitely a great 
place to go! 

____________________ 

Basketball Updates 
By Ruger Kelly 

 
       Here are the H-LP basketball 
score updates. The H-LP basketball 
teams played HMS on January 5th, 
2021 and played George Little Rock 
on January 7th, 2021.  
       The varsity girls played at 6:00 
PM. The final score was 67-17 with 
HMS taking the win. The varsity 
girls also played George Little Rock 
at 6:00 on the 7th. The final score 
was 59-15 with GLR taking the win. 
Although they lost, they still keep a 
positive attitude and give their all 
every game. The H-LP varsity girls 
record is currently 0-12. 
       The varsity boys played at 7:30 
PM. The final score was 69-36 with 
HMS taking the win. The varsity 
boys also played George Little Rock 
at 7:30 PM on the seventh. The final 
score was 66-53 with H-LP taking 
the win. The boys record is currently 
4-7.  
       The H-LP teams will play Sioux 
Central and Remsen St. Mary’s this 
week on Thursday and Friday 
respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

____________________ 

Question of the Week 
By Roman Nelson 

 
     During the winter months we tend 
to stay indoors more. The winter 
season is a good time to enjoy reading 
a good book.  I asked some of the 
students at H-LP, “What is your 
favorite book?” Here is what they 
said. 
 
Alyssa V. - The Coldest Girl in Cold 

Town 

Nalia I. - Throne of Glass 

Sam. B - The Recruit 

Kyle B. - Boxcar Children 

Keala T. - Twilight 

Callee S. - Hunger Games 

Javen B. - Baseball Genius 

Jaedyn M. - Legend 

Travis L. - Heat 

Eli R. - A Lost Boy 

Landon G. - The Firm 

Lucas A. - Harry Potter 

 

  
 
 

 
 


